
Outbreak
A Global Games Jam game by Ross "Oz" Mills
Outbreak is a sci-fi board game for 1 or more players.  Although you will all be playing the 
same character, a lot of fun can be had by arguing about what you want to do 
collaborating!
Estimated play-time: 10 minutes
Premise
Civilians have been captured by an alien race and taken aboard their space station, and it 
is up to you to get them back!  Move around the ring-shaped station, searching for 
anything you can use to help you find the survivors, while aliens halt your progress and 
you are constantly pursued by a GIANT HUMAN-KILLING LASER!
Contents
• 12 unique location tiles
• 12 4-sided dice ("Alien Tokens")
• 8 damage tokens
• 3 item tokens
• Outbreak Track
• Outbreak Token
• 8-card Laser Movement Deck
• 11-card Hidden Object Deck
• 27-card Alien Spawn Deck
• Laser Game Piece
• Player Game Piece
Setup
1. Shuffle the Laser Movement deck, the Alien Spawn Deck, the Hidden Object deck and 

the location tiles.
2. Starting at any corner and going clockwise, lay the 12 randomised location tiles out in a 

ring, 3 x 5 or 4 x 4 depending on space available.
3. Lay each randomised Hidden Object cards, face-down, underneath one of the location 

cards EXCEPT the Shuttle Pad location.
4. Place the Player Game Piece on the Shuttle Pad, and the Laser Game Piece opposite 

it (6 places in either direction)
5. Place the Items Tokens within easy reach (for example, place them on their matching 

locations.  Ammo on the Armoury, Tools on Engineering, Bio-Sample in the Medical 
Ward)

6. Place the Damage and Alien tokens within easy reach (for example, in the hole in the 
middle of the station)

7. Place the Laser Movement Deck and Alien Spawn Deck face-down within easy reach.
8. Place the Outbreak Token on the first space ("2") on the Outbreak Track.
9. One at a time, take five cards from the top of the Alien Spawn Deck and place one 

alien token dice on each location shown.  If a location appears more than once, place 
multiple aliens on that location.  If a special card appears (Alien Movement or Damage) 
resolve them by following the instructions on the cards.



NB: A 4-sided dice displays a number facing upwards, this is how many aliens are at a 
location.  For example, if the "2" is facing upwards, then there are two aliens at the 
location, so you do not require multiple dice at a single location.
Example board layout


Gameplay
Turn Sequence
1. Take any 3 Actions (see below for valid actions) in any order.  A user may repeat 

actions in one turn, although may never take more than 3 actions in total.
2. Draw one card from the Laser Movement Deck and resolve it, then place it in a Laser 

Movement discard pile.  If the deck is empty, take the discard pile and shuffle it to 
create a new deck.

3. Draw a number of cards from the Alien Spawn Deck, ONE AT A TIME, equal to the 
number displayed on the Outbreak Track.  If these cards state a location, place a 4-
sided dice Alien Token (NOT the card itself) on the stated location.  After resolving the 
card, place it in an Alien Spawn discard pile.





Actions
• Move the Player Game Piece 1 location either clockwise or anti-clockwise around the 

station
• Search a location to reveal the Hidden Object Card and, if it is a survivor, you may keep 

it.  If the object is not a survivor, it is useless and may be discarded.
• Use an action listed on your current location
• Use an action listed on an item card you have collected
• Kill one alien on your location
Aliens and Damage Tokens
• You may not search a location, or use a location action if there is an Alien Token or 

Damage Token located on it.  These must be dealt with in order to interact with the 
location.

• Aliens may be dealt with via killing them with an action (see Actions, above)
• Damage may be repaired by attaining the "TOOLS" item and using it in the location with 

damage.
You win the game if...
• You find all 3 survivors, make your way to the Shuttle Pad, and use it to exit the Space 

Station
You lose the game if...
• The laser catches up to you either by being on the same space as you, or by passing a 

space while you are on it.
• The aliens overrun the station by having MORE THAN three aliens in any one location
• The aliens overrun the station by the Overrun Track progressing to the "Overrun" space.
Clarifications
• Aliens and Damage: Aliens and Damage prevent all actions being taken on a location 

aside from movement and killing aliens.  This includes preventing exit via the Shuttle Pad 
if the player is attempting to escape.

• Bio-Sample: The Bio-Sample does not allow the player to search a damaged location.  
The user must still deal with the damage before searching. 

• Bridge: Scanning a location via the Bridge location action does not give the scanned item 
to the player, they must still search the location by travelling there and using an action to 
search.

• Elevators: Only the starting Elevator location must be available in order to use it.  If there 
is damage or an alien on the destination Elevator location then travel still occurs, but the 
player must clear the destination in order to return.

• Items: Items which are picked up are kept permanently, they are not removed from the 
player.

• Player Movement: Damage and aliens do not prevent movement.
• Teleporter: Locations swapped via the Teleport location action swap all properties.  This 

includes the location tile itself, any aliens, any Hidden Object cards and even the Laser.
• Tools: Repairing a location only repairs one damage tile.


